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Olof Alexandersson 
 
LIVING WATER 
Viktor Schauberger and the Secret of Natural 
Energy 
 
LEBENDES WASSER 
Viktor Schauberger und das Geheimnis natürlicher 
Energien 
264 pages, size 16,5 x 24 cm 
ISBN: 978-3-85068-377-7 
13th edition 2013 
 

 

 

 
 
Viktor Schauberger (1885 – 1958) was an Austrian forester, timber flotation constructor and 
natural philosopher. He amazed the entire scientific community of his day with his numerous 
inventions and, above all, with his knowledge of the power of water.  
 
By studying fish in streams and by closely observing the natural movement of water, Viktor 
Schauberger realized that nature uses previously unknown powers of propulsion. True to his 
motto "Understand nature and then copy it" from then on he developed his revolutionary 
“Natural Technology”. 
 
Throughout his life and with great persistence he stood up for a deep understanding of how 
things relate together in nature and for the preservation of our environment. His warnings about 
the impact of the destruction of nature are today more relevant than ever! 
 
In this definitive work Olof Alexandersson gives an overview of Schauberger's pioneering 
discoveries, describing in detail the workings of his inventions and records the major episodes in 
the life of this fascinating and great thinker.  
 
Olof Alexandersson, an electrical engineer, has been active in the environmental movement since 
the 1950s. He founded the first Swedish Research Group for Biological Engineering and 
conducted “technical implosion” research in Sweden. 
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Siegbert Lattacher  
 

Viktor Schauberger 
On the traces of a natural  
scientist and legend 
 
Viktor Schauberger 
Auf den Spuren des 
legendären Naturforschers 
 
352 pages, illustrated 
Euro 29,90 (A/D), CHF 40,90 
Hardcover, size 17 x 24,5 cm 
ISBN 978-3-85068-544-3 
Published in Spring 2015 

 
 

 

 
 
 
The book: 
Viktor Schauberger, simply a forester in the mountains of the “Tote Gebirge” in Upper Austria, 
died over 50 years ago. Once he became overnight a highly salaried advisor of the ministry for 
agriculture and forestry, just because he constructed a water transport system for wood which 
functioned although it was contradictory to scientific laws. 
This “water mystery” and other ingenious inventions of Schauberger  made a whole scientific 
view of life doubtful. 
The author shows the phenomenon Schauberger, who was a self-educated person, in its true light 
and informs about many details from his life. 
 
 
 
The author:  
The author was born in 1963 in Carinthia / Austria and lives and works in Vienna. The 
investigation of the “water mystery” is one of his most important requests. He already published 
many articles about this subject in magazines and he also gives lectures. Until today, he published 
four non-fiction books. 
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Sonja Raab 
 
The Healer 
A shamanic journey from Ybbstal to 
Canada and back 
 
 
ISBN 978-3-85068-917-5 
136 pages 
size 12 x 19,5 cm 
 
published in September 2013 
 

 

 

 
• Exciting insights into the world of shamanism 
• How “healing” (transforming) works and what it is based on  
• A spiritual journey back to our own roots 

 

Sometimes we seek our spiritual roots in the wider world. And we only discover them once 

we return from that trip. “The Healer” tells of the author’s journey to the Canadian wilderness, 

where she was initiated by an Inuit shaman. And then she leads us back to the Ybbs Valley in 

the Mostviertel region of Austria. There she finds those shamanic roots contained in the 

ancient customs and folk beliefs of the local inhabitants. She tells of the “Fraisenketten” (or 

protective amulets) and Druid knives, the removal of warts and of the ancient times, when 

people were still bewitched and cursed, hexed and healed. 

 

Sonja Raab was born in 1975 in Opponitz in Lower Austria. After completing her studies at 

home economics school and an apprenticeship as a waiter, she began to develop an interest in 

indigenous peoples and their spirituality. Following the invitation of a Native American pen 

pal, she travelled to the Canadian wilderness, where she visited an Ojibwe-Cree woman whose 

husband is an Inuit shaman. In 1998 she herself was ordained as a shaman. But her journey 

hasn’t ended yet.  Only when she discovered her shamanic roots in Ybbstal, did she feel she 

had truly come home. Today Sonia Raab lives with her husband and three children, two cats 

and a dog as a shaman and “Wender” (healer) back in Opponitz, her birthplace. 
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Kurt Tepperwein / Felix Aeschbacher 
 
 
The Power of Spiritual Healing 

Basic Principles of Subtle Self-Healing 
 
 
Die Kraft der geistigen Heilung.  
Grundlagen der spirituellen Selbstheilung 
120 pp, paperback 
ISBN: 978-3-85068-976-2 
Release date: March 2017 

 

 

 
 
The book 
Life energy is not available to buy in the supermarket. We carry it in ourselves, some of us 
more, and others less. In many cases, it can be diminished by negative thoughts, stress and 
anxiety. Through proper breathing, thinking and feeling these energy blockages can be 
released. Spiritual healing is based on one's own inner powers. Healing energy flows through 
us all the time. In this book, you will learn how to deal with this energy and use it for self-
healing. You will learn how to feel it and direct it. The goals of spiritual development are 
balance and spiritual harmony. This self-help book introduces simple, easily comprehensible 
mental fitness exercises and forms a basis for anyone who is interested in engaging intensively 
with mental healing. 
 
 

Kurt Tepperwein 
Born in 1932, he worked for many years as a business consultant and medical practitioner. He is 
an explorer into consciousness, seminar leader and author of numerous books. The themes of his 
work: finding satisfaction and fulfilment in everyday life. 
 
Felix Aeschbacher 
Active for more than twenty years as an explorer into consciousness and teacher of wisdom. He 
has made it his mission across many books and seminars to sensitize people’s hearts. 
www.iadw.com 

 
Other Publications 
Failure, so what? Whoever makes mistakes gets more from life 
184 pages, ISBN 978-3-85068-962-5 
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August Thalhamer 
 
For the reconciliation of new knowledge and old 
wisdom in mental health. A polemic against the 
reduction of a human being to scientifically 
ascertainable matter. 

 
Für die Versöhnung neuen Wissens und alter 
Weisheit in der Seelenheilkunde. 
Streitschrift gegen die Reduktion des Menschen auf 
naturwissenschaftlich erfassbare Materie 
 
Paperback 
Ca. 136 pages, size135 x 210 mm 
ISBN 978-3-85068-956-4 
To be published in September 2015 
 
 

 

 
 

 
The book: 
Some thoughts can be uttered by scientists in private, but not in public, so as not to compromise 
themselves. The mainstream demands scientific explanations and proofs. Yet epistemology and 
the philosophy of science have long been pointing out that the scientific worldview is only one 
mental framework out of many. Scientific dogmatists can actually obstruct research. 
August Thalhamer’s book connects ancient and proven healing methods with the insights of 
modern psychology. It contains arguments from all different sides which make clear that the 
materialistic and rationalistic view on human beings is too limited. The instigation for this book 
was a new guideline issued by the Austrian Ministry of Health. It forces psychotherapists (under 
threat of being prevented from practicing) to conceal in their publicity if they also happen to use 
transpersonal methods, for example shamanic healing work, because these are not “scientific”. 
According to Thalhamer, however, a client or patient should know that they are dealing with a 
psychotherapist who also values spiritual methods. Some of them see him for just this reason, 
while others stay away.  
Furthermore, many spiritual techniques have been integrated into western methods of 
psychotherapy so that an exact separation cannot be made. If they were excluded, nothing would 
remain in the art of psychotherapy but a scientifically verifiable and intellectually comprehensible 
skeleton. 
 
The author:  
August Thalhamer, born in 1943, is a Doctor of Philosophy, a theologian in the Catholic 
tradition, a psychotherapist, a business psychologist and an urban shaman in private practice in 
Linz. For years his speciality has been the interrelationship between the Christian, 
psychotherapeutic and shamanic healing traditions. 
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August Thalhamer 
 
The Healing Path of the Shaman 
in the Light of Western Psychotherapy and the Christian 
Tradition 
 
approx. 304 pages  
paperback, size: 13.5 x 21 cm 
ISBN 978-3-85068-921-2 
 
published in April  2014 
 

 

 

  

• On the history and significance of shamanism in our time 
• Shamanic elements in Christianity 
• The connection between shamanism and psychotherapy 
• Standard work of a widely recognized theologian and psychologist 

 

Visible and invisible worlds exist, and they are inseparably connected with each other. For 

many years, the theologian August Thalhamer has covered the relationship between religion, 

psychotherapy and shamanism. In this key text he presents the history of shamanism and 

explains the purpose of the shamanic journey and how the concept of healing in shamanism 

can best be understood. He builds a bridge between Christianity and the shamanic traditions, 

talks about his own personal shamanic path and how he believes Jesus healed, and then studies 

the role played by exorcism in the Christian tradition. The third major area of interest he 

covers is the relationship between shamanism and psychotherapy. This book stands as a 

reference work for all who are interested in shamanism and wonder what the importance is of 

shamanic knowledge in our western world and ultimately how it can be integrated spiritually 

into our daily lives. 

 

August Thalhamer, born in 1943, is a Doctor of Philosophy, a theologian in the Catholic 

tradition, a psychotherapist, a business psychologist and an urban shaman in private practice 

in Linz. For years his speciality has been the interrelationship between the Christian, 

psychotherapeutic and shamanic healing traditions. 
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Waltraud Urbanek 
 
Geistheilung ist erlernbar 
 
Spiritual Healing is Learnable 
A disciple’s diary 
 
 
size 14,5 x 21 cm 
198 pages 
ISBN: 978-3-85068-592-4 
 
3rd edition 2013 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Everybody has the power of spiritual healing. 

 

Horst Krohne has founded the school for spiritual healing, to enable an intensive grown into 

spiritual healing.  

The authoress Waltraud Urbanek is his disciple since some years and describes in this book 

her way through these trainings. 

 

The book treats the following themes: 

- recognising and feeling of the different bioenergetic powers, which develop in the 

interplay of body, soul and spirit. 

- detecting causes of diseases and making energies visible  

first steps to activate mesmeric talents through paint meditation, Chakra meditation, healing 

meditation and contact to one’s own higher spirit leadership 

 

 
 


